
MSM Hire case study

Kentledge blocks installation for Bristol housing development 
For more information or technical advice, contact 01952 586721

MSM Hire was asked to supply a Bristol based housing 
company with their high strength concrete Kentledge 
blocks as part of a community housing development 
project to create a safe pedestrian walkway.

T: 01952 586721
E: blockhire@msmplant.co.uk

Using the Kentledge blocks means there’s no need to 
employ the services or go to the extremes of costly  
services to install fencing or disturb the pathway.

Kentledge blocks can be used in many different 
scenarios from being used as ballast blocks for fencing 
to demarcation blocks as seen in the photo.
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Hi Kate, these are 1 ton Kentledge Blocks being deliv-
ered to a site in Bristol. They were placed there to create 
a walkway for pedestrians

All blocks were despatched from our Head Office 
in Telford at 7am and fully installed and in place 
by 2pm. A very happy customer indeed! 

If you think you could use Kentledge blocks for 
your project or just want to talk through your 
potential requirements to see if we can help then 
give us a call on 01952 586 721 or just email us 
at blockhire@msmplant.co.uk

Using Kentledge blocks means there’s no need to 
employ the services of a fencing contractor or go 
to the extremes of installing costly one off fencing 
or disturbing the existing pathway.

The loading and installing of the blocks was 
contracted to MSM Hire’s sister company MSM 
Plant the specialist lifting and contracting business 
owned and operated by Mat Smith.

Mat Smith & his team have many years of 
experience of operating at the highest level of 
safety standards whilst completing some of the 
most challenging lifting/placing/installing projects 
involving heavy precast concrete blocks.

MSM Hire Ltd carry large stocks of all blocks so  
the Bristol based customer were able to order 
them straight ‘off -the-shelf’ and have them 
delivered promptly.
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